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Synopsis. The analysis is a publication under the Indian International Law Project 

 

Energy demand and supply has shifted the international politics. The politics and security of 

energy is shaped pursuit to gain access to energy. There has been a long term shift in the in 

investment into energy supply in line with resource and environmental needs. Within 

geopolitics of energy, states are impacted by factors like, change in demand and supply, as well 

as, effect of environment and economic needs. There are two major debates that have gained 

prominence, first, the geopolitics role of energy within international relations seeks to change 

the energy pattern, and second, the environmental concerns have made renewable energy area 

of co-operation. This paper aims at understand the literature presented on the topic and 

understand what are the emerging trends. 

LITERATURE REVIEW: 

The literature on geopolitics and energy issues comprise a part of the international relations 

study. This paper gives an overview of energy issues of the past and the present within the 

international relations domain. It aims to evaluate emerging trends and the shift within them, 

towards renewable energy. The various trends and debate which are emerging within 

international relations and based on usage, availability, demand, etc. This literature review 

gives an overview by mapping the changing patterns and trends of energy exchange among 

states. 

As Saul B Cohen describes the “condition that is likely to bring geopolitical changes”, by 

bringing together, the ‘classical’ and ‘contemporary’ geopolitics within international 

relations. The Geopolitics in broad terms sets opportunities and structures independent of any 

agency. The geopolitics is currently broadly understood through physical location and based 

on manmade structures. Taking the geopolitical scholar Cohen’s argument which aims at 

conceptualizing and analyzing patterns and conditions that were likely to bring change and 

not over predicting events can be evaluated through foreign policy and international relations 

behavior of states. This approach could help us understand geopolitical patterns using 

geopolitics dimensions to evaluate patterns, and bring change within international relations.  

Cohen’s writing emphasizes on co-operation especially within the field of international 

relations, over the use of resources. The same are likely to become the driving factors of 

geopolitical goals. Cohen defines it as the ‘equilibrium’ between the two opposing forces, i.e. 

the resources and strategic location. They are considered the fundamental basis for encouraging 

co-operation on a regional level and enable to balance against the security threats. Thus, a 

transition within the energy system is likely to affect, the geopolitical system.  

The geopolitical factors and international relations play a key role in evaluating, the state’s 

power, and its ability to purchase resources. They are based on the three interrelated factors, 

such as, political, environmental factors, and the response to change in demand and supply. 
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The current energy transition is marked by a shift from fossil fuels to energy-based systems, 

i.e. towards renewable energy.   

Some of the key features for geopolitical analysis, are assessed based on the context in which 

it is situated. The current narrative of key scholars like Saul Bernard Cohen, focuses on the 

dynamic view, involving geopolitical outlook and international relations. It consists of factors 

useful in determining and evaluating the geopolitical networks among states, which connects 

them. The contemporary debate goes beyond the specific geopolitical issue, within the energy 

domain. The changing environmental dimensions capturing attention in international relations, 

it contributes towards the emerging trends. The literature on geopolitics gives an overview of 

the geopolitical factors of the past and the way it sets the trends for future energy debates. The 

effect of demand for renewable energy on international relations, and the disruption in energy 

exchange, have caused a shift in the energy supply chain. For example, discoveries into energy 

and rapid technological advancement are likely to set up a new supply chain and bring rapid 

improvement in renewable energy and alternative energy technology and capacities. For this 

reason, the energy exchange has become important, to secure its continuous access within the 

geopolitical and international system. It seeks to create value based on interdependence.  

Energy for long has played a key role in international relations, colliding with issues like great 

alliance for power, which helped in determining the outcome of wars. Initially, coal-rich 

countries were ahead in the industrialization process. They used traditional energy geopolitics 

to gain an advantage based on the accessibility of those resources. The current trend has sorted 

for a shifted reliability in the energy domain and sort to create a new energy system.  

In this debate, the decision around energy influences the world of tomorrow. The security 

characteristics of today are the key determinant of the transition in energy consumption and 

production of the future. The current nature of energy is a step ahead from the erstwhile system 

which was organized to serve present purposes. For example, discoveries and technological 

innovation would set winners and losers based on the availability of energy supply.   

However, the geopolitics is making a transition from traditional, towards new forms of Energy. 

The producers of energy like Oil are facing a slowdown in their demand, which has led to the 

prevalence of renewable energy and removed traditional sources from attaining monopoly. For 

example, the energy intelligence report points out that the low carbon transition will dominate 

industry narrative and investment to market, remove issues like sanctions and outrages.   

This expands the debate of geopolitics beyond availability and accessibility with the 

advancement in technology. The evolution from prior geopolitical study to the emergence of 

“New Geopolitical” has attained prominence due to a change in energy dependence. How 

energy is obtained is shaped by the current nature of transition made by new geopolitics and 

energy sectors. This change is set through movement from natural gas to renewable energy. 

The old practices of energy security functioned with a zero-sum perspective. The current 

energy consumption is based on competition, which would see the same pattern in renewable 

energy, as each country seeks to gain an advantage. As Klare points out, that resource-driven 

conflicts is not only influenced by the dependence of the resource-scarce country, but also by 

the ability to substitute them with technology. 

Thus, the corresponding geopolitical impact resultant into changes in the relations among 

states. It gave rise to various trends. Thus, this paper aims at evaluating those trends, especially 

within geopolitical and international relations. It evaluates the “new geopolitics” which has 

transformed the conception of energy, within the contemporary debate.  

For example, the “Journal Geopolitics of energy” described “Politics of energy” as the top 

propriety within international relations. The shift of geopolitical attention towards renewable 

energy and common patterns of energy sharing has caught the attention of geopolitics debate. 

For instance, the emphasis on co-operation over conflict, and the use of innovation advocates 

for an increase in demand in renewable energy. Thus, subsequently moving towards energy 
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diplomacy. This is interwoven within International politics and shaped the state’s relations with 

contention, competition among major players, shaping geopolitical interest in energy. 

Therefore, the current geopolitics of energy seeks to make a transition towards renewable 

energy and seeks to challenge the old system with the potential to affect adversely the fossil 

fuel producing countries.  

The international relation has swayed the geopolitical debate and shaped due to the emerging 

demand for clean fuels and energy. It has increased sensitivity towards the energy supply chain 

and has a corresponding environmental effect. Currently, China and the USA are ahead in the 

struggle to make most geopolitical gains from energy. This has given space to first, struggle 

among states to capture more renewable energy market, and second, shifted the nature of 

energy diplomacy. The intention to capture the diffused energy market of renewable energy 

requires strategizing international relations, and the use of energy diplomacy.  

The geopolitical struggle has given rise to a debate over energy co-operation and competition. 

The scope of the present energy debate includes increased energy demand, i.e. for renewable 

resources, clean energy, which has occupied an essential position in the geopolitical debate.  

The international relations on the geopolitical effect of energy shapes the interstates relations 

seek to create an advantage for those countries looking for alternative fuels. The energy debate 

is likely to shape around the notion of interdependence, and towards the nationalist 

perspective.  

For example, ‘we forum’, describes the energy-based system shaped against interdependence 

and its moving towards competition changing the supply chain system. Another report suggests 

that the OPEC countries are losing price-setting monopoly as, the new supply of renewable 

energy is shaped by countries such as china, transitioning with renewable energy and 

advancement in technology. These trends by renewable energy and the development of 

alternative fuels impact the world's energy situation and international relations.  

On the contrary, as States become affected by the geopolitics makeshift of energy, from 

noninterference to market-oriented exchange, it has subsequently shifted the market in favor 

of renewable energy. This new vigor towards renewable energy is catching attention, and it’s 

likely to result in an energy transition, similar to that made in the past decade. We are currently 

at the cusp of transforming energy consumption patterns by adapting to the new addition 

making renewable energy more acceptable. At the same time, the evolution within the 

international system has made a significant contribution to the geopolitics of energy as 

geographical factors have undergone various trends.   

For example, as Robert D Kaplan, discusses geopolitics through space and power. He describes 

that every international order and early modern history is being based on energy security. He 

describes it through elements like consumers, trade routes, access to natural resources, and to 

ensure accessibility to those resources, associate with energy security. Geopolitics focuses on 

geography and trade routes to bring those resources. The geopolitics of energy seeks to become 

decentralized and interdependent, bringing changes to the geopolitics of energy. For example, 

subtle changes brought in transport, refining of oil, and consumer markets to be controlled by 

the non-OPEC industrialized countries, and change in the energy supply chain. This can make 

the international oil industry which was previously dominated by multinational oil companies 

of the United States, Britain, and other Western countries, to lose out.  

The Journal on “Energy Politics and Security Conception from a multidimensional 

perspective” describes the current trends as changing and diverging away from the past pattern. 

This constitutes continuous contestation, through the embargo against import and violence 

around acquiring more oil, it perceives energy scope as expanding in the horizon and adapting 

to a new reality. This is similar to the period after the oil crisis of the seventies when oil became 

concentrated in the hands of a few countries. With the lack of alternative, it enhanced the self-

confidence of the oil-producing developing countries. This new pattern is set apart with 
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renewable energy and aims to influence transitioning, from fossil fuel to renewable energy and 

clean fuel. The current trajectory seeks to balance against the recurrent practice involving “the 

exploitation of oil”. The new geopolitics seeks to create an alternative energy supply chain with 

renewable energy.  

  

The countries are expected to become more energy independent by utilizing renewable energy, 

describes Economist, Richard, Murillio Bill, for the condition in Europe. He pointed 

correlations between increases in consumption of renewable energy, could increase the 

potential for entry of renewable energy in the supply chain of the energy route. This would 

result in the exploration in energy supply with new partners and strengthens the pre-existing 

ties however, international relations forged through energy source will continue to change. 

With more efficient use of technology and commitment to renewable energy, will make them 

more energy reliable.  

Unlike the previous pattern where, the urgent needs for oil among the industrialized countries 

and the lack of immediately available for alternatives fuels, enhanced the self-confidence of 

these oil-producing developing countries. The current trend at the international level is moving 

towards clean energy and renewable energy. For example, Europe is shifting its expense from 

oil and gas to renewable energy. However, Europe has its doubts, because of uncertainty over 

the viability of the technology. Moreover, despite the speculation over renewable technology, 

being conspicuous with uncertain the trend towards acquiring renewable energy resources is 

unlikely to change.    

For example, the NATO trade in the energy exchange holds hope that it would foster 

interdependence. This would lead to a nuanced and country-specific policy so that each state 

can strategize based on their capability and resources. It also holds the promise of bringing the 

EU and NATO together, co-operates to domestically replace oil rather than spend it on the 

wellbeing of the people.  

The Energy Intelligence report base the geopolitical debate on energy, and describe the 

transformation its undergoing based on various factors. First, with increased sensitivity 

towards, the system governed by competition, which unleashes a new frontier of energy 

exchange i.e. resulting from the energy transition from fossil fuel to renewable energy. This 

reinvigorated interest in renewable energy and encouraged countries to expand their reach to 

revise their strategic goals. Second, the change in energy supply would create new winners and 

losers. Within the production chain, winners would be those who can adjust and, losers are 

those which are stuck on the old mindset. While renewable energy may not cause wars, 

however, it may increase competition.   

The geopolitics of energy is changing and transitioning to low carbon energy. This could 

resolve some old issues like sanction and outrage which are used as tools to hinder energy 

exchange. A report by the Energy Intelligence Group, forecast a shift in energy co-ordination 

due to the use of solar, hydrocarbon, and EVs resulting in drop demand for fossil fuel. However, 

uncertainty prevails if renewable energy may suffer from a loss in geopolitical significance, 

due to wars or disruption in the distant future, over policies, carbon pricing, etc. Renewable 

has started to catch attention and currently, it's accelerating through change, thus it would 

require time to adapt. Thus, these concerns towards the environment give rise to the need for 

clean energy and has set forth a path for the future renewable energy market.  
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Discussion Paper: 

This paper discusses the role of International relations, and geopolitics study over energy-

related issues and emerging trends. The focus would be on the geopolitical influence of 

renewable energy within International Relations.  

Based on the series of transitions made towards clean fuels, the de-carbonization mission, and 

to reduce dependence on fuels are the central goal for securing renewable energy. These trends 

impact the energy-producing and dependent countries. For example, as the trends towards 

renewable energy continue to revive momentum, it seeks to reform the energy system in favor 

of a potential energy revolution where, cooperation in the field of energy exchange could set 

new relationships, based on shared concerns. This could either avert the energy crisis or 

potentially reinvent itself with energy revolutions. The strength lies in International co-

operation and to improve their exchange mechanisms. The International Renewable Energy 

Agency, director, Adan Amin wrote, that “The potential of renewable energy to improve 

energy access spur energy sustainable, economic growth, and create jobs not only for necessity 

but to set a common path towards peace and prosperity”. 

The role of the energy market in international relations has become significant, to broaden its 

scope of accessibility. This may also cause the movement of the market from north to south, 

leading to lopsided gains. As a result, the fuel-producing nation may suffer turmoil resulting 

from reduced demand. However this doesn’t indicate an inevitable demise of fossil fuel, rather 

it marks a shift towards renewable energy. There lies a long road and trying road ahead to make 

the energy transition successful. Gauging by the current trend of the energy transition, the 

probability of success and potential weaknesses can result from the level of synthesis among 

key players. It may lead to bring countries into groups of likeminded states and create new 

allegiances. It could mark a transition from the old collaboration of energy-related exchange 

towards new ones, based on renewable energy. However, international energy cooperation 

seeks to broaden its scope of growth in renewable energy and adds new connotation, to improve 

their corresponding mechanisms. The success in this field would determine the movement of 

the market i.e. whether in the global north or south. The race for accessing renewable energy 

could lead to disparities. This would result in disparities due to lack of access to energy and 

technology, causing those countries to lag behind. This could lead to new partnerships in the 

pursuit to create a single market for energy exchange or it could wedge a gap between those 

relying on fossil fuel, and those lagging behind technology and innovation. The increased use 

of renewable energy could economically hurt the OPEC countries and cease the oil and 

petroleum market. This could economically hurt those countries. The outcome of wavering and 

subsequently ceased demand for fuels like Oil and petroleum would shake the international 

status of oil-exporting countries. 

The countries that import oil and natural gas will become risk aversive, resulting from expenses 

endured for energy import of those fuels. However, countries that will be able to reap the 

benefit of renewable able energy with innovation and investment in batteries and such storage 

devises  would create a niche for the renewable industry, and be able to generate jobs in that 

sector thereby contributing towards economic growth. On the other hand, unpreparedness for 

the upcoming renewable industry could create a gap among countries within international 

relations. International relations are inconspicuously driven by energy concerns. The current 

debate is oriented towards low carbon emission technology due to impending environmental 

issues. The renewable energy demands seek to shift the market towards a secure energy 

network. 
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Countries with diverging energy security agenda may face a gap in the study of International 

relations may suffer a gap. This may cause states to approach with diverse methods and 

strategy, through innovation to improve energy security. The counties may forge a partnership 

with like-minded states and may infuse in areas of overlapping interests. The strategic interests 

are to acquire energy, and with a finite supply of fossil fuel, which puts energy front and center 

in today’s geopolitics and international diplomacy. 

International relations have a quintessential role in making the transition to renewable energy 

a success. However for success in international relations the energy geopolitical requires to 

make co-operation conspicuous for its success. This would require to view the geopolitics a 

positive-sum game rather than a zero-sum game. Currently, the energy diplomacy has taken 

form of climate diplomacy since the predominance of fossil fuels is fading has led to growth 

of the international partnership in renewable energy development. Alliances are shifting to 

accommodate the change in renewable energy with advancements in solar energy. For 

example, the ISA (International Solar Alliance) mark the inception of energy diplomacy and 

creating new partnership by countries like Japan and India recognize the importance of energy 

diplomacy to make a shift from fossil fuel to renewable energy.   

The analysis by Power Technology, indicate the use of carrot and stick in energy diplomacy. It 

hopes that the use of carrot and not stick, in the energy debate, would encourage collaboration 

and reduce conflict. The international actors like states, with oil-producing and consuming 

companies, can become participants by investing in the technology and respect the competition 

rules.  

The geopolitical effect on energy importing countries and the power shift is noteworthy. With 

the rapid growth of infrastructure projects, which give assent to cooperation, especially in 

pursuit to create new links. However, instance arises where co-operation may give way to 

ambitiousness and would provoke tension. For example, the trade-related tension could disrupt 

the regional and global harmony, and expose International relations to geopolitical risk. This 

would create hindrances for a unified or global response. Other factors like small state politics, 

major power tension, and small state disruption could deteriorate energy interdependence and 

lead to a disorderly world. By establishing an energy network would help in the liberalization 

of trade and consolidation basis on economic growth. 

However, hindrances may be caused by the state’s response to the energy issue, which sets the 

trend for determining the success or failure of energy geopolitics. In international relations, the 

state competition and domestic politics is the key feature in the geopolitics of energy. Therefore 

competition in the energy market faces contestation over access to resources, resulting from its 

scarcity and ultimately may escalate into resource wars. The scarcity of energy resources with 

the depletion of oil and essential energy resource sets the debate for resource nationalization. 

Resource nationalization is an antithesis to globalization and international relations and it’s a 

source of underlying issue in geopolitical relations among major players. Yet the government’s 

controls over energy security, rather than the market, shape the energy geopolitics. Depending 

on who controls the energy market sets the pace for growth. The nationalist occupation of 

energy resource in international relations, favoring domestic produce, over-dependence on 

fossil fuel import.  

The changing trends in energy consumption would result in of shift of energy debate from First, 

moving away from oil exporters, towards renewable energy producers. Second, globalization 

may result in new competition among major energy producers.  

The fossil fuel producing nations are, as per the IRENA (International Renewable Energy 

Agency) report, economies that produce oil and gas could lose the US $ 7trillon in 2040. The 

fossil fuel importing states like China and the USA would have the advantage to dominate the 

clean technology sector and this might even replace the OPEC countries.  On the other hand, 

innovation has led to the creation of renewable energy like wind and solar energy to become 
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part of the geopolitics. Thus, leaning towards a possible “Clean-tech War”. It seeks to mark the 

onset of a new race governed by new geopolitical, i.e. the race to capture the energy market. 

This market would constitute environmentally friendly and economically benefiting fuels.  

However, it also gravitates towards a looming energy race. China and the USA are ahead in 

the race towards becoming self-reliant. Since sources of renewable energy, i.e. water, wind, 

and sun are readily available, it could create an open-source development and sharing of 

technology thus creating a collaborative effort to halt global warming. This would benefit 

enhanced access to energy via solar panels and revolutionize the power dynamic by 

decentralizing it and rather empower regions by building on their resources.  

This system is deficient too. Since the future is precarious, the dependence on the traditional 

source of energy isn’t sustainable and this empowers the debate in favor of renewable energy. 

With the rising energy demand use of electricity is expected to become handier. This may cause 

a shift from “Pipeline Politics” to be replaced with “Grid politics”. Thus, exposing the countries 

to different types of threats i.e. cyber-attacks, and set new forms of geopolitics with energy to 

prevail. Countries like, EU, China, and the US are all set to revolutionize international relations 

with low-carbon and clean energy.  

The decarburization mission i.e. low carbon economy could shape geopolitics trend, either 

way, i.e. it could either continue to use oil and other fossil fuel as the main energy resource or, 

it could uphold the use of renewable energy. This is especially true since, it could take a long 

time for the fossil fuel industry to phase out, and for the energy transition to increased user 

consumption in renewable energy and reduce dependence on fossil fuel. Simultaneously, it’s 

becoming difficult to impose a single pattern of rules governing the behavior of energy-

producing and consuming countries. For example, the use of traditional fuel like coal ensures 

the thermodynamic balance, which ensures that energy flows for social production. The 

progress in renewable energy would require transforming the entire methodology of production 

on a worldwide scale. 

The energy expansion into a new area of geostrategic significance, resources such as lithium, 

cobalt, and rare earth which are expected to gain importance to mitigate the de-carbonization 

process. For this purpose preparing infrastructure and empowering industry compatible within 

the electricity-based energy sector is important, for the success of low carbon energy.  

The geopolitics trends set for transitioning towards renewable energy of renewable energy have 

become contested and have received criticism. The renewable resource like EV’s despite being 

accessible through subsidies aren’t able to provide the perceived benefit. The renewable energy 

might face issues within geopolitics which would shape a pronged debate over the efficiency 

of renewable energy in the future setting Winners and Losers in the geopolitics, and even 

exposing the country to cyber conflicts and trade conflict. Thus the geopolitical debate is 

divided over the potential of renewable energy to bring peace, and accessibility to supply clean 

energy.   

 

    

CONCLUSION:  

The demand for renewable energy has given rise to various issues. The changing trends away 

from fossil fuels as the main source of energy and need for renewable energy, has brought 

many important issues to the forefront. This paper seeks to evaluate the shift in the debate in 

favor of preparing cleaner fuels and reduce dependence on nonrenewable resource and the 

effect of growth in innovation and technology. However, the process of transitioning towards 

renewable energy has exposed the international system towards various risks and has created 

new set of challenges. This paper tries to compile the current narrative shaping the transitioning 

towards renewable energy and the issues which cause hindrances to the process. The paper 

places importance of co-operation for the success in the upcoming renewable energy sector and 
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at the same time highlight the problems and apprehension which are exposing the energy sector 

and prevent a smooth transition. The paper gives a brief insight into the ways in which the 

international system is preparing to make transition to renewable energy and its probable effect 

on the diplomacy and international relations.  

 

The Recommendation:  

In areas aligning with the issues in the geopolitics of energy, may enable to create a groups of 

likeminded states, with allegiances to support the transition from the old collaboration of 

energy related exchange towards new ones. This area could be dealt in depth  

Second, Energy nationalism, has regained prominence, and this may hinder exchange in 

renewable and which can be studies to understand factors shaping the demand and supply based 

on shift in energy needs.  

Lastly, the future of fuels can be shaped by the renewable energy. The geopolitics of energy, 

in the past has witnessed an exponential use of oil and gas in international relations, it has 

played a key role in determining the fate of countries. Similarly, those states, which are energy 

dependent for example, on fuel or on oil producing countries, could suffers loses with 

introduction of renewable energy. For example, Countries like the USA relation with Saudi 

Arabia may suffer. However, with shifting energy demand would also affect the demand of 

those resources required in the preparation of infrastructure of renewable energy source those 

required for winds solar, hydro etc. for production, and usage at a mass scale. This could 

become a separate area for research.  
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